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CONTEMPORARY
Too Hot to Handle
Victoria Dahl
PB		

$14.50

Merry Kade has always
been the one who waits
for the guy to notice her.
Well, no more. It’s time for
her life to change. As the
new curator of a museum in Wyoming,
she’ll supervise a lot of restoration
work. Shane Harcourt will work on the
project, if only to hasten its failure until
the beautiful, quirky woman in charge
starts to change his mind.

Cardwell Ranch
Trespasser & Big
Sky Standoff
B J Daniels
PB		

$14.50

Hilde Jacobson has known
Dana too long to let her
best friend get conned.
Unfortunately Hilde is no match for a
skilled impostor who’s duped everyone
in the canyon. Only Deputy Marshal
Colt Dawson believes Hilde’s claims
about the phony relation; only his
strong arms have saved her from ‘accidents’ intended to get her out of the
way.

Flames of
Attraction
Brenda Jackson
PB		

$14.50

“Tall, Dark...Westmoreland” and “Quade’s
Babies”: Quade Westmoreland’s one-night love
affair with Cheyenne brands him body
and soul. Almost a year later, the sexy
operative finally tracks her down, and
discovers 3 little babies who look just
like him. Learning he is a father makes
Quade even more determined: he plans
to claim Cheyenne Steele as his very
own.

Love Irresistibly
Julie James
PB		

$14.50

Assistant U.S. Attorney
Cade Morgan will do
anything to nail a corrupt state senator, which
means he needs Brooke
Parker’s help. As general counsel for a
restaurant company, she can get a bug
to the senator’s table so the FBI can
eavesdrop on him. All Cade has to do
is convince Brooke to cooperate and
he’s not afraid to use a little charm, to
do just that.

Reflection Point
Emily March
PB		

$14.50

Zach Turner knows this
woman means trouble.
Something about this simmering Southern beauty
does crazy things to his
committed bachelor status. So when
Savannah’s dark past follows her to
town, wreaking havoc with both their
lives, Zach will fight for all he’s worth,
for a love he can’t afford to lose.

Once Tempted
Laura Moore
PB		

$14.50

Tess Casari has found
sanctuary at Silver Creek,
working as an assistant to
Ward’s mother, Adele. Tess
can escape the heartbreak
and secret shame of her failed marriage.
The last thing she needs is temptation,
especially from a man who reminds her
so much of the husband who shattered
her faith in love.

Last Chance Book
Club
Hope Ramsay
PB		

$14.50

Dash Randall wants to put
his fortune to good use, but
he remembers Savannah
as the bratty ‘princess’ who
descended upon him each June, causing no end of trouble. But the teenager
he remembered has grown into a gorgeous and generous woman, and it isn’t
long before Dash finds himself wanting to make brand new memories with
Savannah.

The Love Shack
Christie Ridgway
PB		

$14.50

Photojournalist Gage
Lowell spent carefree childhood summers in Crescent
Cove. Now that he desperately needs some R & R,
he books a vacation, ready to surprise
old friend and property manager Skye
Alexander. Their long-distance letters
got him through a dangerous time he
can’t otherwise talk about. But when he
arrives, the tightly wound beauty isn’t
exactly happy to see him.

What She Wants
Sheila Roberts
PB		

$14.50

When Jonathan stumbles
on a romance novel at the
Icicle Falls library sale, he
knows he’s found the love
expert he’s been seeking,
At first his buddies laugh at him for reading romance novels, but soon they, too,
realize that these stories are the world’s
best textbooks on love. Poker night
becomes book club night...and when all
is read and done, they’re going to be the
kind of men women want!

The Return of
Caine O’Halloran
JoAnn Ross
PB		

$14.50

Caine O’Halloran had
been a hero. A husband. A
father. Now he was none
of those things. His marriage to Nora Anderson, history. The son
he loved, gone. And now, as he returns
to his hometown to regroup, he finds
instead that every familiar corner, every
familiar face is a reminder of what he
has lost.Except for Nora. Because with
her he has a second chance. A chance
at forgiveness, redemption and hope.

Far Harbor
JoAnn Ross
PB		

$14.50

After her seemingly idyllic
marriage turns out to be a
pretty illusion, Savannah
Townsend returns to her
hometown of Coldwater
Cove, Washington. She takes on the
task of restoring the local Far Harbor
lighthouse. But she hadn’t planned on
having feelings for Daniel O’Halloran,
a caring and passionate man from her
past.

Bygones
Kim Vogel Sawyer
PB		

$14.50

Widower Marie Koeppler
and her grown daughter
Beth reluctantly return to
the Mennonite community
Marie abandoned 23 years
ago. Soon after their arrival in Sommerfeld, a series of mysterious thefts raises
the community’s suspicions against the
‘outsiders.’ Can Marie prove their innocence, or will she be forced to flee once
more?

Strong and Sexy
Jill Shalvis
PB		

$14.50

Shayne Mahoney is the
laid-back, easygoing rebel
in his family. But running
Sky High Air, a charter
airline catering to the rich
and famous, is a dream come true, especially with in-flight specials like kissing
his client’s beautiful, brainy daughter in
a cozy coat closet. But before Shayne
can say “Fasten Your Seat Belts,” Dani
claims to witness a murder...

The Summer He
Came Home
Juliana Stone
PB		

$14.50

Falling asleep in a different
bed every night has made
it easy for Cain Black to
forget his past. It’s been
ten years since he packed his guitar and
left Crystal Lake, Michigan, to chase his
dreams. Now tragedy has forced him
home again. And though Cain relishes
the freedom of the road, one stolen moment with Maggie O’Rourke makes him
wonder if he’s missing out on something
bigger than fame.

Currant Creek
Valley
RaeAnne Thayne
PB		

$14.50

Alexandra McKnight prefers a life of long workdays
and short-term relationships, and she’s found it
in Hope’s Crossing. A sous chef at the
local ski resort, she’s just been offered
to Hope’s Crossing. her dream job at an
exclusive new restaurant being built in
town. But when it comes to designing
the kitchen, Alex finds herself getting
up close and personal with construction
foreman Sam Delgado...

HISTORICAL
Wrecked
Shiloh Walker
PB		

$14.50

Abigale has a nice,
uncomplicated life, until
the day her perfect fiancé
needs to talk. Dumped,
Abigale turns to Zach, her
best friend since forever, to help her
pick up the pieces. He does it with the
gift of a journal. She can vent her frustrations and sketch out a new plan.

Sand Castle Bay
Sherryl Woods
PB		

$14.50

For Boone Dorsett, losing
Emily left his heart shattered, but another woman
was waiting in the wings.
Boone has a second chance with Emily
when a storm brings her home. But with
his former in-laws threatening a custody
suit, the stakes of loving her are higher
than ever.

HISTORICAL
The Emperor’s
New Clothes
Victoria Alexander
PB		

$14.50

Mistaken for the Countess
of Bridgewater, expert con
artist Ophelia Kendrake
can’t believe her good
fortune. This could be the opportunity
she needs to secure the future of the
sister who means so much to her. But
when she meets Tyler ‘Tye’ Matthews,
her plans to dupe the sleepy town of
Dead End, Wyoming, prove difficult, for
she’s met her match in the wildly attractive mayor.

Stolen Charms
Adele Ashworth
PB		

$14.50

Natalie knows of the
devastation that can be
caused by an unfaithful spouse, so she is
determined not to fall for
Jonathan’s good looks and charming
manner. However, she needs him to
introduce her to a notorious spy-thief
that he is acquainted with, so she persuades him to allow her to accompany
him on a forthcoming trip to France.

Secrets of a
Runaway Bride
Valerie Bowman
PB		

$14.50

When Jordan Holloway,
the Earl of Ashbourne,
promised to look after his
best friend’s sister-in-law,
he didn’t realize she would prove so
difficult. But when he spirits her away to
his country house to prevent her elopement, he discovers that the tempting
beauty knows how to put up a fight. To
make matters worse, he’s stuck playing
the role of honorable protector, when
what he really wants is to run away with
her himself.

And the Miss Ran
Away with the Rake
Elizabeth Boyle
PB		

$14.50

Lord Henry Seldon was not
amused when his nephew
placed an advertisement
to find him a wife. Yet he couldn’t resist
replying to the note from ‘Miss Spooner.’
And once he discovers he’s corresponding with none other than the disarming
Daphne Dale, he finds it’s too late to
disavow his heart.

Darius
Grace Burrowes
PB		

$14.50

Desperate, penniless, and
shunned by his wealthy
father, Darius Lindsey begins keeping company with
jaded society ladies. That
is, until aging Lord William Longstreet
makes Darius an offer he can’t refuse:
get the Lord’s pretty young wife-of-convenience, Lady Vivian, pregnant discreetly
and Darius will earn enough money
never to want again. But problems lie
ahead...

The Marrying
Season
Candace Camp
PB		

$14.50

Genevieve Stafford is an
icy but beautiful aristocrat.
She becomes engaged to
the scion of another noble
family. However, when Genevieve finds
herself entangled in scandal, her fiance
breaks things off. Shamed, she has
to retreat to the family estate until her
brother’s friend, Sir Myles Thorwood, offers to marry Genevieve.

The Handbook to
Handling His
Lordship
Suzanne Enoch
PB		

$14.50

Nate Stokes is a supremely
accomplished former spy.
His peers know him only as
a bookish fellow who can find anything or
anyone. When the Marquis of Ebberling
hires him to find a murderess, Nate’s
search leads him to the Tantalus Club
and Emily Portsman. In a game where
every conversation is a deadly dance
of trust and desire, the only thing Nate
knows for sure is that once he gets Emily
in his arms, he will never let go...

By Starlight
Dorothy Garlock
PB		

$14.50

Colton, Montana, 1931.
Struggling through the Great
Depression, Maddy Aldridge
agrees to run an illegal
speakeasy in order to save
her family’s mercantile store. Keeping her
dangerous new business partner at arm’s
length is no easy task, but her bravery
faces its biggest test when Jack Rucker
unexpectedly comes home. He left town
7 years ago, breaking his promise and
her heart when he didn’t return.

The Bride Bargain
Kelly Eileen Hake
PB		

$14.50

Clara Fields is determined
to find a way to provide for
her newly-widowed aunt.
So she strikes a bargain
with an aging storekeeper
that in exchange for finding a bride for
his son Clara can have his house to run
a boardinghouse. But Dr. Saul Reed is
not interested in getting tied down to
Buttonwood in the middle of nowhere,
and he certainly has no plans for marriage.

If He’s Tempted
Hannah Howell
PB		

$14.50

Lady Olympia Wherlocke
has the gift of foresight.
When Lady Agatha Mallam
asks Olympia to locate her
brother so he can rescue
her from an arranged marriage, she
knows exactly where to find Lord Brant
Mallam, Earl of Fieldgate. But with the
help of the enchanting Olympia, he concocts a daring plan to end his mother’s
devious designs for his sister.

And Then She Fell
Stephanie Laurens
PB		

$14.50

The only thing more
troublesome than a Cynster
man is a Cynster lady who
believes love is not her
destiny. Famously known in
London society as ‘The Matchbreaker,’
Henrietta Cynster’s uncanny skill lies in
preventing ill-fated nuptials, not in falling victim to Cupid’s spell. But then she
disrupts one match too many and feels
honor-bound to assist dashing James
Glossup in finding a suitable bride for a
marriage-of-convenience.

Balancing ACT
Fern Michaels
PB		

$14.50

“Free Spirit” and “All She
Can Be”: Rita Bellamy has
had enviable success as
an author, but it came at
the expense of her marriage. Now she’s starting over in a small
lakeside cottage, slowly rebuilding the
confidence that was shattered. But is the
younger man next door a fun, frivolous
diversion or something much more?

A Wanted Man
Linda Lael Miller
PB		

$14.50

Schoolmarm Lark Morgan and Marshal Rowdy
Rhodes are determined to
hide their secrets and deny
their instant attraction. That
should be easy, since each suspects the
other of living a lie. Yet Rowdy and Lark
share one truth: both face real dangers.
As past and current troubles collide,
Rowdy and Lark must surrender their
pride to the greatest power of all-undying
love.

HISTORICAL
Let It Be Me
Kate Noble
PB

$14.50

Bridget longs to meet a
gentleman who doesn’t
mention her beautiful sister
upon shaking her hand. So
Bridget heads to Venice for music lessons with the renowned Italian composer
Vincenzo Carpenini, with whom she’s
been corresponding. But not only is
Carpenini not expecting her, he doesn’t
even remember her!

Sins of a
Ruthless Rogue
Anna Randol
PB

$14.50

When Clayton Campbell
shows up on her doorstep,
Olivia Swift is stunned.
For long ago, Clayton
was the boy who stole her heart. He’s
also the man her betrayal had sent to
the gallows. A man she believed dead,
now standing before her, looking leaner,
harder, more powerful than ever, his
haunted eyes filled with a lust she had
never seen, for vengeance...

Second Chance
Proposal
Anna Schmidt
PB

$14.50

John Amman left his Amish
community and sweetheart
Lydia Goodloe to make
his fortune in the outside
world. She can accept spinsterhood, and
even face the closure of her beloved
school. But John’s return after 8 years
tests her faith anew. Lydia hasn’t forgotten a single thing about John Amman,
including the way he broke her heart.

Sweet Madness
Heather Snow
PB

$14.50

Ever since her husband’s
sudden and tragic death,
Lady Penelope Bridgeman has committed herself
to studying the maladies
of the mind, particularly the trauma of
soldiers of the Napoleonic Wars. Gabriel
Devereaux’s unexpected and unpredictable episodes are unlike any Penelope
has studied. The once proud soldier has
been left shaken and withdrawn, but
Penelope manages to build a fragile trust
between them.

The Red Siren
MaryLu Tyndall
PB

$14.50

Faith Westcott is a lady by
day and a pirate by night.
Captain Dajon Waite is
determined to catch the
fiery redhead who has
been pillaging the Carolina coast. When
Faith invites his courtship, she hopes his
infatuation will shield her true identity.
Can the love of a godly captain win her
heart, or will she be forced to marry Sir
Wilhelm Carteret, a man obsessed with
taking her to wife?

PARANORMAL
Bite Me Your
Grace
Brooklyn Ann
PB		

$14.50

Angelica Winthrop’s life
goal is to avoid marriage,
and become a gothic authoress. To find inspiration
for her new story, she breaks into the
home of Ian Ashton, Duke of Burnrath,
not knowing she will be coming up
against the Lord Vampire of London.
Romance sparks and reputations are at
stake.

Sinner’s Heart
Zoe Archer
PB		

$14.50

Abraham Stirling, Lord
Rothwell, was a fighter
once. But Bram returned
to London with more nightmares than tales of glory.
Now he drowns his senses in the arms
of countless women, while his friends,
the Hellraisers, ensure he needn’t sin
alone. Until, that is, the Devil himself
grants them each a wish. Bram finds
himself magically bound to Valeria Livia
Corva, the sensuous priestess who
raised the Devil the first time and died
to send the demon back.

Passion’s Prey
A C Arthur
PB		

$14.50

Xavier, now a shifter working for the FBI, is dedicated to keeping a leash on
the world’s most savage
predators. Keeping an eye
on a gorgeous creature like Caprise
is part of his job. But when a deadly
new breed of half-human killer marks
Caprise as his mate, Xavier must fight
tooth and claw to save her or risk losing
the most sensual and exciting woman
he’s ever known.

Only Lycans
Need Apply
Michele Bardsley
PB		

$14.50

When I found the ancient
tomb of the 2 most powerful vampires in history, I
knew I was in for a lot of
trouble.’... But archaeologists like me,
Moira Jameson, are ready for trouble.
Okay, maybe not the kind of trouble that
arrives in the form of a sexy werewolf
named Drake. Yeah. ‘Werewolf.’’ ‘And
I thought ancient curses and walking
corpses were a joke. Um...not so much.

Falling Blind
Shannon K Butcher
PB		

$14.50

Rory Rainey knows she
must stop the demonic visions that torment her. Rory
sets out to find the mysterious guardian who can
cure her. But Rory’s journey brings its
own dangers when she is attacked by
a pack of Synestryn. Rory narrowly escapes with the help of a sword-wielding
stranger, Cain.

Flirting Under a
Full Moon
Ashlyn Chase
PB		

$14.50

If Brandee Hanson ever
wants to go from waitress to photographer,
she’ll have to take some
once-in-a-lifetime shots. But when she
catches the gorgeous private investigator Nick Wolfensen on camera, transforming into a werewolf, she is thrown
into a world of vampires, shapeshifters,
and other paranormal misfits.

Twice Tempted
Jeaniene Frost
PB		

$14.50

Leila’s psychic abilities
have been failing her, and
now she isn’t sure what
the future holds. If that
weren’t enough, her lover
Vlad has been acting distant. Though
Leila is a mere mortal, she’s also a
modern woman who refuses to accept
the cold shoulder treatment forever,
especially from the darkly handsome
vampire who still won’t admit that he
loves her...

Rising Darkness
Thea Harrison
PB		

$14.50

In the hospital ER where
she works, Mary is used
to chaos. But lately, every
aspect of her life seems
adrift. She’s feeling disconnected from herself. Voices appear
in her head. And the vivid, disturbing
dreams she’s had all her life are becoming more intense. Then she meets
Michael. He’s handsome, enigmatic
and knows more than he can say. In his
company, she slowly remembers the
truth about herself...

Kiss of Temptation
Sandra Hill
PB		

$14.50

Ivak Sigurdsson is dead,
well, sort of. He’s been
given an unusual penance: spend eternity as
a Viking vampire angel.
Now sequestered in Angola Prison as
a ‘spiritual advisor,’ Ivak is finding all
these centuries of celibacy depressing,
to say the least. But then, along comes
southern belle Gabrielle Sonnier.

Beyond the
Darkness #6
Alexandra Ivy
PB		

$14.50

Salvatore Giuliani is not
a happy werewolf. It’s
his duty as leader to
track down the pureblood
females who can keep his people from
extinction. But the moment he catches
scent of Harley, a pureblood held by a
pack of mangy curs, his savage need
for her obliterates all other instincts.
And the only thing worse is finding that
beautiful, independent Harley defiantly
refuses to become his mate.

LOCAL

SUSPENSE
When Darkness
Falls
Heather Graham
PB		

$14.50

In an ancient cemetery, travel writer Jade
MacGregor’s tour of a
Scottish tomb is marred
by a terrifying attack that leaves her
surrounded by corpses drained of
blood. A year later, she glimpses the
oddly compelling stranger she met that
day. But then new bodies start showing
up, and somebody is dogging her every
move. Somebody who will try to rescue
her from the undead waiting to make
her one of them.

Hot Pursuit
Lorie O’Clare
PB		

$14.50

Zoey is the daughter of
one of the most powerful
men in California. A helpless pawn in her father’s
plan to merge 2 casinos
through marriage, Zoey’s been warned
to stay away from the lowlife bounty
hunters who’ve come to town. But
when Zoey meets Ben, the attraction
is too intense to ignore. And the closer
they get, the higher the risk.

Crystal Gardens
Amanda Quick
PB		

$14.50

Evangeline Ames has
rented a country cottage far from the London
streets where she was
recently attacked. When
her life is threatened again, she instinctively goes to the gardens for safety.
Lucas Sebastian has never been one
to ignore a lady in danger, even if she
is trespassing on his property.

Delusion in Death
J D Robb
PB		

$14.50

Lieutenant Eve Dallas is
trying to sort out inexplicable events. Surviving
witnesses talk about seeing things. They describe
sudden, overwhelming feelings of fear
and rage and paranoia. When forensics
makes its report, the mass delusions
make more sense: it appears the bar
patrons were exposed to a cocktail of
chemicals and illegal drugs.

‘Til Death
Sharon Sala
PB		

$14.50

Lincoln Fox returns to
Rebel Ridge, Kentucky.
There, deep in the Appalachians, the truth of that
terrible night lies buried
and he’s sworn to uncover it. His plans
take an unexpected turn when he
rescues Meg Walker from her wrecked
car. Meg, his high school sweetheart,
had always believed in his innocence,
and if he wants a future with her, he
has to show the world proof that she
was right.

Surrender
Stephanie Tyler
PB		

$14.50

For former Navy SEAL Dare
O’Rourke, Section 8 was
legendary. He grew up in
the shadow of its secrets.
Now the handler of Section
8 has given extreme orders to kill any
remaining members. Dare must save his
long-lost half sister, Avery.

Thrill Ride
Julie Ann Walker
PB		

$14.50

Ex-Navy SEAL Rock Babineaux’s job is to get information, and he’s one of the
best in the business. Until
something goes horribly
wrong and he’s being hunted by his own
government. Even his best friends at the
covert special-ops organization Black
Knights Inc. aren’t sure they can trust
him. He thinks he can outrun them all,
but his former partner, a curvy bombshell
who knows just how to drive him wild,
refuses to cut him loose.

Obsession #1
Faces of Evil
Debra Webb
PB		

$14.50

Special Agent Jess Harris has spent more than a
decade studying the many
faces of evil. In her determination to stop a serial killer, she broke
the rules, and it cost her everything. Jess
jumps at a chance to advise on a case
that has the top detectives stumped. But
the case forces her to confront all the
reasons she put her hometown, and her
first love, in her rearview mirror.

Impulse #2
Faces of Evil
Debra Webb
PB		

$14.50

The Player is a master in
the art of torture and murder. No one had ever gotten
close to capturing him until
Special Agent Jess Harris targeted him
with her relentless determination. Jess’s
actions may have cost her a job with
the bureau, but the Player still wants his
vengeance and he’ll make Jess pay in
ways she never imagined. The first victim
is Jess’s friend...

Power #3
Faces of Evil
Debra Webb
PB		

$14.50

Jess is ready to start the
next chapter in her life as
the new deputy chief of
Birmingham’s major crimes
division. But with her first love, Chief of
Police Dan Burnett, acting as her new
boss, it looks like Jess won’t be able to
put the past behind her that easily. Jess
has decided to focus all of her attention
on work when a celebrated ballet instructor is found dead by one of her students.
Though Jess’s instincts tell her otherwise,
the death is ruled an accident.

The Mammoth Book
of Futuristic
Romance
Trisha Telep
PB		

$12.99

Love will find a way - 19
fantastic future-set romances. The good news is,
in the future there will be no shortage of
romance. These science fiction stories of future love and lust, by Marcella
Burnard, Bianca d’Arc, Jess Granger,
Linnea Sinclair, C. L. Wilson and many
more, are brimming with passion and
humour.

Alice’s
Wonderland
Allison Dobell
PB		

$14.99

When notorious womanizer and journalist Flynn
O’Grady publicly mocks
Alice Mitchell’s erotic
luxury goods website, the game is on.
Determined to change his mind about
sex toys and the people who use them,
Alice decides to wrap her high-end silken
blindfold over his eyes and teach him a
thing or two.

The Great Gatsby
Unbound
F. Scott Fitzgerald
PB		

$19.99

Nick Carraway, a young virgin from Minnesota, moves
to New York in the summer
of 1922 to find love. He
rents a house in the West Egg district of
Long Island, populated by the ‘new rich’,
a group prone to garish, extravagant
parties full of wild, erotic activities. And
Nick’s next-door neighbour is the worst
of them all. But who is Jay Gatsby?

Addicted To You
One Night of
Passion #1
Beth Kery
PB		

$16.99

Irish film director Rill Pierce
fled to the tiny backwoods
town of Vulture’s Canyon,
seeking sanctuary and solitude after a
devastating tragedy. Once, his raw sex
appeal and sultry Irish accent made
women across the globe swoon. Now,
he’s barely recognizable. But Katie
Hughes, his best friend’s sister, is not the
type of woman to give up on a man like
Rill. She blazes into Vulture’s Canyon,
determined to save him from himself.

Promises After
Dark #3
Sadie Matthews
PB		

$16.99

The final part of the provocative romantic trilogy that
has left readers aching for
more. Intensity, sensuality,
and seduction awaits in the final part of
the provocative romantic trilogy that has
left readers longing for more. Obsessed
with the After Dark series? You’ll be
captivated by the final novel in Sadie
Matthews’ provocative romantic trilogy.

LOCAL
Confessions of a
Submissive
Sophie Morgan
PB		

$17.99

Sophie Morgan is a
submissive. An ordinary,
successful young woman
who in private surrenders
her body and mind to a dominant man.
Some of these relationships have been
loving, others casual, one just cruel.
But what happens when she meets the
dominant man of her dreams? When
they move in together? When life, love
and play collide?

Mrs. Lincoln’s
Dressmaker
Jennifer Chiaverini
HB		

$29.99

In Mrs. Lincoln’s Dressmaker, novelist Jennifer
Chiaverini presents a
stunning account of the
friendship that blossomed between
Mary Todd Lincoln and her seamstress,
Elizabeth “Lizzie” Keckley, a former
slave who gained her professional reputation in Washington, D.C. by outfitting
the city’s elite. Keckley made history by
sewing for First Lady Mary Todd Lincoln
within the White House.

As You Wish
Eloisa James
PB		

$19.99

2-in-1: “Seduced by a Pirate” and “With this kiss”:
Lady Grace Ryburn is in
love with a dashing young
lieutenant, Colin Barry, but
she turns away, thinking that Colin is in
love with her sister. Should Colin throw
propriety to the wind, imitate his pirate
father, and simply take what he most
desires?

Uncommon
Pleasure
Anne Calhoun
PB		

$17.99

2-in-1: “All on the Line”
and “Over the Edge,”. In
“Over the Edge”: after a
tragic incident during Ty
Hendricks’ last tour of duty, he cut off all
connection with anyone he cares about-until a night with Lauren Kincaid draws
him reluctantly back into the world.
Lauren sees a wounded man in danger
of losing everything to his inner demons, but the sensual, no-holds-barred
fight for Ty’s soul could cost Lauren her
heart.

Taking the Reins
Kat Murray
PB		

$17.99

Horse whisperer Redford
Callahan has been trying
to ignore his attraction
to ranch owner Peyton
Muldoon since he first
laid eyes on her, and some instinct tells
him he needs to keep his distance, or
she might actually wind up taming him,
a good intention, until she asks him to
come on board as her full-time trainer.

The Great Escape
Susan Elizabeth Phillips
PB		

$16.99

Headstrong, impetuous expresident’s daughter, Lucy
Jorik, has just abandoned
her fiance, Ted “Mr. Irresistible” Beaudine, at the altar.
Now she’s looking for adventure, and
perhaps a little romance, embarking on
a wild and hilariously unpredictable road
trip that begins on the back of a rather
menacing-looking stranger’s motorcycle.

Soulbound #1
Tessa Adams
PB		

$12.99

While she hasn’t lived up
to her family’s expectations, Xandra has come to
terms with her latent magic
and made a life for herself
in Austin, Texas, running a coffee shop
where she makes potions of a nonmagical nature. While things aren’t perfect,
Xandra is happy until she runs into powerful warlock Declan Chumomisto.

Demon’s Daughter
Paula Altenburg
PB		

$18.99

Hunter is the only man
capable of killing the demons that left the world in
ruins. But when he’s hired
by a notorious priestess to
bring a thief to justice, the Demon Slayer
gets more than he bargains for. Airie
was raised in an abandoned temple as
a priestess’s daughter, having no idea
of her true origins. In a time when any
half-breed spawn of a demon is despised
by mortal and immortal alike, not knowing the truth is the only thing keeping her
safe.

Magic and Loss #3
Nancy A Collins
PB		

$12.99

It has been several months
since Tate Eresby developed her new magical
ability to bring whatever she
creates to life, but she is
still learning to control her power. Struggling to make a living as an artist, she
and Hexe can barely make ends meet,
but they are happy. That is until Golgotham’s criminal overlord Boss Marz is
released from prison, bent on revenge
against the couple responsible for putting
him there.

Time Untime
Sherrilyn Kenyon
PB		

$19.99

For as long as she has
lived, Kateri Avani has been
plagued with dreams she
doesn’t understand. Images
of places she’s never been
and of a man she’s never met. In spite of
her background, she refuses to believe
in anything supernatural. But it’s hard to
deny something when it comes and kicks
in your front door, and brings you face to
face with the warrior who has haunted
you your entire life...

Mark of the Sylph
Rosalie Lario
PB		

$18.99

Librarian Maya Flores has
a secret: she’s immune to
magic and is well aware
of the supernatural beings prowling the streets.
Haunted by a brutal demon attack that
took her family, she is on a one-woman
mission to destroy the evil demons who
did it. Maya is Taeg’s best hope for uncovering the sword. Unfortunately, she
wants nothing more than to kill him...

Sealed with A
Curse #1
Cecy Robson

PB		

$12.99

The Wird sisters are
content to avoid the local
vampires, werebeasts,
and witches of the Lake
Tahoe region, until one of them blows
up a vampire in self-defense. Everyone
knows vampires aren’t aggressive, and
killing one is punishable by death. But
soon more bloodlust-fueled attacks occur, and the community wonders: are the
vampires cursed with a plague?

Between
Kerry Schafer
PB		

$12.99

All of her life Vivian has rejected her mother’s insane
ramblings about Dreamworlds, until an emergency
room patient ranting about
dragons spontaneously combusts before
her eyes. And when a chance encounter
leads her to a man she knows only from
her dreams, Vivian finds herself falling
into a world that seems strange and
familiar all at once.

No Such Thing as
Immortality
Sarah Tranter
PB		

$21.99

A vampire does not have to
feel any emotion not of his
choosing. And Nathaniel
Gray has spent 200 years
choosing not to feel. But when he accidentally runs Rowan Locke off the road,
he is inexplicably flooded with everything
she’s feeling, and that’s rage, and lots
of it. He’s consumed with the need to
protect Rowan at all costs including from
himself. To Nate what’s happened is
unthinkable and is pretty much as unbelievable, as the existence of faeries.

Lover at Last
J.R. Ward
PB		

$29.99

In the darkest corners of
the night in Caldwell, New
York, a conflict like no other
rages. The city is home to
a band of brothers born to
defend their race: the warrior vampires
of the Black Dagger Brotherhood. This
is the eleventh novel in the stunning
No. 1 New York Times bestselling Black
Dagger Brotherhood series, the hotly
anticipated story that finally unites Blay
and Qhuinn forever.
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$14.50
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$10.99
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$14.50
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$9.99
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$9.99
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$9.99
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$9.99
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$11.99
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$11.99
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$9.50
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$9.50
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$9.50
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Sara Craven

$9.50
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The Sinful Art of Revenge

9780373131426’

Maya Blake

$9.50
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A Father for Her Triplets (Large
Print Only)

9780373742400’

Susan Meier

$11.50

#4376

The Matchmaker’s Happy Ending
(Large Print Only)
9780373742417’

Shirley Jump

$11.50

#4377

Second Chance with the Rebel
(Large Print Only)

Cara Colter

$11.50

9780373742424’

Silhouette Desire

#159

Keeper of the Shadows

9780373885695’

Alexandra Sokoloff

$10.99

#160

Taming the Demon

9780373885701’

Doranna Durgin

$10.99

Silhouette Romantic Suspense
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Cavanaugh on Duty

9780373278213’

Marie Ferrarella

$14.50

#1752
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Karen Whiddon

$14.50
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Elle Kennedy

$14.50
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Deadly Charade
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Virna DePaul

$14.50
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A Weaver Vow

9780373657391’

Allison Leigh

$14.50

#2258

Expecting Fortune’s Heir

9780373657407’

Cindy Kirk

$14.50

#2259

Made in Texas!

9780373657414’

Crystal Green

$14.50

#2260

A Daddy for Dillon

9780373657421’

Stella Bagwell

$14.50

#2261

The Texan’s Surprise Baby

9780373657438’

Gina Wilkins
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Amanda Berry

$14.50
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9780373777464’

Too Hot to Handle

Victoria Dahl

$14.50

9780373837939’

Cardwell Ranch Trespasser & Big Sky
Standoff

B J Daniels

$14.50

9780373091300’

Flames of Attraction

Brenda Jackson

$14.50

9780425251195’

Love Irresistibly

Julie James

$14.50

9780345542267’

Reflection Point

Emily March

$14.50

9780345536983’

Once Tempted

Laura Moore

$14.50

9781455522293’

Last Chance Book Club

Hope Ramsay

$14.50

9780373777150’

The Love Shack

Christie Ridgway

$14.50

9780778314325’

What She Wants

Sheila Roberts

$14.50

9780373180776’

The Return of Caine O’Halloran

JoAnn Ross

$14.50

9781476709246’

Far Harbor

JoAnn Ross

$14.50

9781620297209’

Bygones

Kim Vogel Sawyer

$14.50

9780758221834’

Strong and Sexy

Jill Shalvis

$14.50

9781402274800’

The Summer He Came Home

Juliana Stone

$14.50

9780373777471’

Currant Creek Valley

RaeAnne Thayne

$14.50

9780425264454’

Wrecked

Shiloh Walker

$14.50

9780778314363’

Sand Castle Bay

Sherryl Woods

$14.50

9780062019264’

The Emperor’s New Clothes

Victoria Alexander

$14.50

9780061905889’

Stolen Charms

Adele Ashworth

$14.50

9781250008961’

Secrets of a Runaway Bride

Valerie Bowman

$14.50

9780062089083’

And the Miss Ran Away with the Rake

Elizabeth Boyle

$14.50

9781402278518’

Darius

Grace Burrowes

9780312534585’

Hot Pursuit

Lorie O’Clare

$14.50

9780515152999’

Crystal Gardens

Amanda Quick

$14.50

9780425250662’

Delusion in Death

J D Robb

$14.50

9780778314271’

‘Til Death

Sharon Sala

$14.50

9780451413499’

Surrender

Stephanie Tyler

$14.50

9781402282690’

Thrill Ride

Julie Ann Walker

$14.50

9781455527656’

Obsession #1 Faces of Evil

Debra Webb

$14.50

9781455527618’

Impulse #2 Faces of Evil

Debra Webb

$14.50

9781455527564’

Power #3 Faces of Evil

Debra Webb

$14.50

9781780330389’

The Mammoth Book of Futuristic Romance

Trisha Telep

$12.99

Local

9780062242587’

Alice’s Wonderland

Allison Dobell

$14.99

9780349400464’

The Great Gatsby Unbound

F. Scott Fitzgerald

$19.99

9781472200518’

Addicted To You One Night of Passion Book 1 Beth Kery

$16.99

9781444775877’

Promises After Dark (After Dark Book 3)

Sadie Matthews

$16.99

9781405912822’

Confessions of a Submissive

Sophie Morgan

$17.99

9780525953616’

Mrs. Lincoln’s Dressmaker

Jennifer Chiaverini

$29.99

9780749959647’

As You Wish

Eloisa James

$19.99

9780425262894’

Uncommon Pleasure

Anne Calhoun

$17.99

9780758281043’

Taking the Reins

Kat Murray

$17.99

9780062106186’

The Great Escape

Susan Elizabeth Phillips

$16.99

9780451415042’

Soulbound A Lone Star Witch Novel Book 1 Tessa Adams

$12.99

9781620610374’

Demon’s Daughter

Paula Altenburg

$18.99

$14.50

9780451464927’

Magic and Loss A Novel of Golgotham
Book 3

Nancy A Collins

$12.99

Historical

9781451639520’

The Marrying Season

Candace Camp

$14.50

9780749957728’

Time Untime

Sherrilyn Kenyon

$19.99

9780312534547’

The Handbook to Handling His Lordship

Suzanne Enoch

$14.50

9781620612170’

Mark of the Sylph

Rosalie Lario

$18.99

9780446540100’

By Starlight

Dorothy Garlock

$14.50

9781620297193’

The Bride Bargain

Kelly Eileen Hake

$14.50

9780451416735’

Sealed with A Curse A Weird Girls Novel
Book 1

Cecy Robson

$12.99

9781420118803’

If He’s Tempted

Hannah Howell

$14.50

9780062068644’

And Then She Fell

Stephanie Laurens

$14.50

9781420111569’

Balancing ACT

Fern Michaels

$14.50

9780373777228’

A Wanted Man A Stone Creek Novel

Linda Lael Miller

$14.50

9780425251201’

Let It Be Me

Kate Noble

$14.50

9780062231352’

Sins of a Ruthless Rogue

Anna Randol

$14.50

9780373829590’

Second Chance Proposal

Anna Schmidt

$14.50

9780451239679’

Sweet Madness

Heather Snow

$14.50

9781620297261’

The Red Siren

MaryLu Tyndall

$14.50

9781402274442’

Bite Me Your Grace

Brooklyn Ann

$14.50

9781420122299’

Sinner’s Heart

Zoe Archer

$14.50

9780312549121’

Passion’s Prey

A C Arthur

$14.50

9780451237774’

Only Lycans Need Apply

Michele Bardsley

$14.50

9780451239723’

Falling Blind

Shannon K Butcher

$14.50

Paranormal

9781402275692’

Flirting Under a Full Moon

Ashlyn Chase

$14.50

9780062076106’

Twice Tempted

Jeaniene Frost

$14.50

9780425248454’

Rising Darkness

Thea Harrison

$14.50

9780062064639’

Kiss of Temptation

Sandra Hill

$14.50

9781420128758’

Beyond the Darkness #6

Alexandra Ivy

$14.50

When Darkness Falls

Heather Graham

$14.50

Suspense
9781420131468’

9780425261149’

Between

Kerry Schafer

$12.99

9781906931803’

No Such Thing as Immortality

Sarah Tranter,

$21.99

9780749955809’

Lover at Last

J.R. Ward

$29.99
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